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THEME: Patience
ABOUT THIS CLASS: 

The theme for this Frolic Faith Class is Patience. You will 
read the Frolic picture book titled Jo and the Slow Soup. 

Prep Time
Patience in the Bible
God’s people are asked to be patient over and over again 
throughout scripture. Noah waits for the land to dry; Jacob waits 
seven years to marry Rachel; and the people of Israel wander in 
the wilderness as they wait to enter the Promised Land. Mary waits 
for the birth of her child. The sisters Mary and Martha must wait for 
Jesus to arrive after their brother Lazarus dies. Jesus even teaches 
about waiting in the parable of the prodigal son, when we see a 
father who patiently waits for the return of his son.

A Parent’s View of the Theme
From the time parents see the pregnancy test results or initiate the 
adoption process, the job of parenting is an exercise in waiting. No 
matter how our children are delivered into our lives, we are asked 
to wait for their arrival. Once they arrive, the waiting continues. 
Parents must wait to get a full night of sleep, to eat a hot meal, 
or even to take a shower. As a child’s independence emerges, a 
parent’s patience continues to be tested, as toddlers request to 
put on their own shoes or buckle their own seatbelts. As Christian 
parents, we can view patience as a spiritual practice, and seek to 
find faithful ways to parent with patience. 

A Child’s View of the Theme
“Just wait a minute.” “Not yet!” “Be patient.” Small children are 
often asked to wait because they are unable to do many things 
independently. They wait for food, for toys, and often for our 
attention. Because their concept of time is just starting to develop, 
waiting can seem to take forever. When we ask them to “wait 
five more minutes,” they do not have a way to fully understand 
what we are asking of them. Young children also vary in how they 
develop the internal mechanisms for patience, such as strategies 
for distraction, self-soothing, and self-regulation. Because of innate 
differences in their temperaments, one child may be able to wait 
without much difficulty, while another child may seem to have a 
maximum wait time of just a few seconds before their patience 
runs out. Sensitive caregiving can make a big difference in how 
effectively children develop this core skill.

“Be completely  
humble and gentle; be 
patient, bearing with 
one another in love.” 
—Ephesians 4:2

Bible Verse

Place a basket filled with 
age-appropriate toys or 
treats in the center of the 
circle. Tell the children and 
their caregivers that they 
get to have one of the treats 
at the end of the song. First, 
they have to show patience 
and learn the song. Teach 
the song “We Are Waiting 
Patiently,” track 11 on the 
Frolic Faith Music CD.

Today’s Ritual
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OR

Gather Time

THEME: Patience

If families arrive early:
Encourage parents and children to meet each other. 

You can also have music playing in the background 
and a center available for families to explore together 

before the class begins. Select the center that best 
fits your space and available materials.

If you open the door 
at the start time: 
Have families sign in, look 
at the treat basket, and sit 
in a circle.

•  Print the Welcome sign 
and post it at the entrance.

•  Place the sign-in sheet and 
nametags near the door.

•  Place the basket of toys or 
treats on the floor.

Welcome
Gather together in a circle. Welcome, families! Today we 
are going to talk about the theme of patience. Being 
patient can be hard, but God helps us. Lead families in 
singing a welcoming song, tracks 1-3 on the Frolic Faith 
Music CD. Then teach the ritual from page 1.

Share
Encourage families to share with the group, as they are 
comfortable. What has been going on in your families 
that you are excited about? What has been a challenge? 
Verbal children can respond to these questions. What is 
something that made you happy today? What made you 
feel sad? Model this sharing of highs/lows for families by 
beginning this conversation. Jot notes in the space to the 
right so you remember what to include in later prayers.

Prayer
Dear God,
Thank you for this time to come together and learn more 
about you. Thank you for the joys we have experienced. 
Name the highs shared by the group. We pray for the 
things that are causing struggles. Name the lows. Please 
bless this time we have together with love and laughter. 
Amen.

Get Ready

Prayer Notes
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THEME: Patience

Hold up the story basket that contains a copy of Jo and 
the Slow Soup for every family. Place it in the middle of 
the circle. Lead the story basket rhyme below.

Group Storytelling
Let’s hear a story about some of our Frolic animal friends. 
It is called Jo and the Slow Soup. Read the story aloud in 
a lively manner, holding up the book so that everyone can 
see the pictures. Families can follow along in their books as 
you read.

Ask these questions and encourage toddlers to respond.
•  What did Jo have to do in this story?

•  What did Jo have to wait for so the soup could be ready? 
Invite children to point to and name the water, carrots, 
lentils, and spices.

•  Does Jo like to wait?

•  What does Jo do to help himself wait?

•  How do you feel when you have to wait?

Find the page with Jo’s prayer and say it together.

Story Time

Sing Together

Sing this song, track 24 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD, to 
invite families to get a book 
from the story basket.

Time for a story.
Come get a book.
Open the pages
Let’s take a look. 

If you want to sing another 
song, sing “You’re My 
Precious One,” track 5 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD.

About This Book

The story Jo and the Slow 
Soup follows Jo’s long wait. 
Along the way, his friends 
help him learn patience. Jo’s 
prayer helps children see 
why sharing is worth the 
wait.
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THEME: Patience

Once they read the story 
together, ask parents the 
questions below or lead one 
or more of the Making Faith 
Connections activities. 

During what part of your 
day do you find yourself 
most patient with others? 
Least patient? Why? When 
parents name times they 
are most and least patient, 
they can see when they are 
most and least equipped 
to handle some parenting 
challenges.

What phrase or cue do you 
use to ask your child to 
wait? Give families time to 
share the words, visual cues, 
or other signals they use 
so everyone can see that 
there are multiple ways to 
encourage their children to 
wait.

One-on-One Storytelling
Now it’s time for you to read the story together. Give time 
for caregivers to read the book to their children. Encourage 
them to notice how Jo feels impatient, but the other 
animals have ways to wait.

Making Faith Connections
Hand in Hand

Using art supplies, trace both of your child’s hands on 
paper. Write “God is with me when I wait” at the top. At 
home, tape the sheet somewhere the child can reach it, like 
a wall, door, or refrigerator. During times when the child 
needs to wait, they can place their hands on these waiting 
hands and say a prayer or sing a song.

Scripture in Action

Teach this Bible verse using signs and actions. 

Lead a life with all humility and gentleness, (Fold your 
hands and bow your head.)

With patience, (Hold both hands out in front of you with 
palms facing forward.)

Bearing with one another in love. (Link arms with the 
person next to you.) 

Joyful Noise

Give each child an instrument and invite them to play along 
while you say today’s Bible verse rhythmically or sing a 
song from the Frolic Faith Music CD.

Caregiver 
Conversation
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4

Choose an instrument such as a tambourine or chime and 
play it to get the children’s attention. You can also say or 
sing the song at right.

Sing this song, track 25 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD, to 
transition to Play Time.

Time to explore!
Time to play!
Find a center
About God today.

Transition to Play Time Sing Together
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1 Let’s Color Together
This center supports coloring skills. For toddlers.

Supplies: Patience Coloring Page on page 16, crayons, and blank paper

Make copies of the Coloring Page and place on a low table with crayons and blank paper.

2 Let’s Read Together
This center supports early literacy. For infants and toddlers.

Supplies: Frolic books, other board and picture books, letter blocks, and cushions or pillows

Create a cozy reading nook with pillows or cushions. Display the Frolic picture and board books 
and other books. Place letter blocks nearby. Point out that P is for patience.

3 Lacing Space
This center develops fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. For toddlers.

Supplies: Lacing toys

Place lacing toys on a flat surface.

4 Patience with Puzzles
This center develops fine motor and language skills. For toddlers.

Supplies: Simple cardboard, wood, or plastic puzzles with up to 20 pieces that depict animals, 
nature, or Bible scenes 

Place puzzle pieces on a flat surface. Encourage families to work on the puzzles with their child or 
with a few other families.

THEME: Patience

Play Time
Time to play! Choose the centers that best fit your space and materials. 
Make photocopies of the center descriptions on pages 8-15, fold them in 

half, and post them near the materials for parents to reference. Caregivers 
and children can explore the stations at their own pace. Caregivers may 
also use this time to connect with each other while their children play  

and discover.
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Play Time

THEME: Patience

continued

5 Racetrack
This center develops listening skills and social interactions. For toddlers.

Supplies: Age-appropriate car racetracks that allow two or more cars to race against each other

Set up racetracks on the floor with cars.

6 Watch It Grow
This center develops vocabulary skills and patience. For toddlers.

Supplies: Small containers filled with water and a variety of child-safe toys that grow in water

Place containers of water in a spot out of reach for unsupervised children. Parents can access 
them when they are ready to do this activity. Put copies of Jo and the Slow Soup near the table. 

7 Let’s Go Fishing
This center builds fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. For toddlers.

Supplies: Large blue fabric piece or mural paper, small cutouts of fish with paperclips on the ends, 
and a “fishing pole” made from a wooden pole and a string with a child-safe magnet on the end

Place the piece of fabric or paper on the floor to create a pond. Place the fish in the blue water 
and the fishing pole on the edge of the pond. 

8 Patience . . . and a Surprise!
This center nurtures the development of object permanence. For infants.

Supplies: Pop-up toys like a jack-in-the-box

Place collection of pop-up toys on the floor where young children and their caregivers can easily 
reach them.
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Prior to the end of Play Time, give the children a 2-minute notice that it 
is almost time to stop playing. At the end of 2 minutes, play the same 
instrument that you played at the beginning of Play Time to get the 

attention of families.

Summing It Up
Thank you for reading and playing with us today! It was 
fun to learn about ways to be patient and to think about 
how God is always patient with us. We can remember 
how Jo needed help being patient when he really wanted 
something to eat. What will you remember about today? 
Invite any children and caregivers to respond.

Closing Ritual
Invite caregivers to engage with their children in the ritual 
from page 1. Families can bless each other by hugging or 
by making the sign of the cross on their child’s forehead 
while saying, “Jesus loves you, and so do I.” Then lead the 
group in a closing song, such as “God Is So Good,” track 13 
on the Frolic Faith Music CD.

Prayer
Lead families in this simple prayer. Add other prayer topics 
that arose during your time together.

Dear God,
Thank you for this time to come together and to be 
reminded that you are always with us even when we wait 
and wait! Help us to learn more about you and to love one 
another with the same patient love as you show to us. 
Amen.

THEME: Patience

Send Time

Sing Together

Sing this song, track 26 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD, to 
call everyone back to the 
circle.

Play time is over
For you and me.
Come back to the 

circle—
One two three!

Prayer Notes
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THEME: Patience

Let’s Color Together
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Encourage your child to color the images from the book. Delight in their colorful 
creations!

Your child is learning this!

•  When I color, I develop my fine motor skills.

•  Using crayons helps me learn the names of colors.

•  When I color pictures from this story, I remember that God can help 
me wait and have patience.

THEME:
 Patience

Let’s Color Together
This center supports coloring skills. For toddlers.

Supplies

Patience Coloring Page on page 16, crayons, and blank paper

For Leaders

Make copies of the Coloring Page and place on a low table with crayons 
and blank paper.
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THEME: Patience

Let’s Read Together
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Enjoy reading together. Point out letters on the blocks. Spell your names and other 
words together.

Your child is learning this!

•  When I hear you read, I learn about letters, sounds, and words.

•  When I handle books, I am learning about features of books and print.

•  When I see letters that I can manipulate, I am learning about letter 
sounds and words.

•  When I see and hear stories about patience, I learn that being patient 
is part of having good relationships with others.

THEME:
 Patience

Let’s Read Together
This center supports early literacy. For infants and toddlers.

Supplies

Frolic books, other board and picture books, letter blocks, and cushions or pillows

For Leaders

Create a cozy reading nook with pillows or cushions. Display the Frolic 
picture and board books and other books. Place letter blocks nearby. 
Point out that P is for patience.
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THEME: Patience

Lacing Space
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Help your child complete the lacing activity. If they become frustrated, try singing a 
song together or using some of the techniques that the other parents shared during 
Story Time. 

Your child is learning this!

•  When I try lacing, I develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

•  Trying activities that take patience gives me an opportunity to learn 
about how God is always patient with us. 

THEME:
 Patience

Lacing Space
This center develops fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. For toddlers.

Supplies

Lacing toys

For Leaders

Place lacing toys on a flat surface.
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THEME: Patience

Patience with Puzzles
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Work together slowly to complete the puzzle. Talk to your child about what it will look 
like when it is finished. Remind them that they will have to be patient to see the finished 
product. 

Your child is learning this!

•  When I see pictures of familiar objects and we talk about them, you are 
giving me language to connect to those objects. 

•  Working on puzzles develops my hand-eye coordination as well as 
sustained attention skills.

•  Working together to solve puzzles helps me practice patience, an 
important part of Christian relationships.

THEME:
 Patience

Patience with Puzzles
This center develops fine motor and language skills. For toddlers.

Supplies

Simple cardboard, wood, or plastic puzzles with up to 20 pieces that depict animals, 
nature, or Bible scenes

For Leaders

Place puzzle pieces on a flat surface. Encourage families to work on the 
puzzles with their child or with a few other families. 
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THEME: Patience

Racetrack
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Prepare to race the cars with your child. Before you start the race, ask your child to 
“wait patiently to start the race.” Then count “1-2-3 Go!” With each race, make the count 
a bit longer. 

Your child is learning this!

•  When I wait to race my car, I develop listening skills and grow my 
ability to follow directions.

•  Races—and other games in which there is a winner—help me learn 
how to respond in a positive way to winning and losing.

THEME:
 Patience

Racetrack
This center develops listening skills and social interactions. For toddlers.

Supplies

Age-appropriate car racetracks that allow two or more cars to race against each other 

For Leaders

Set up racetracks on the floor with cars. 
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THEME: Patience

Watch It Grow
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Show your child the small dry toy. Talk to them about how it will get bigger when they 
put it in water, but that it will take time and they will have to be patient. Place the toy 
in the water, read Jo and the Slow Soup, and talk about the prayer at the end. Pray the 
prayer for patience with your child as you wait for the toy to expand. 

Your child is learning this!

•  I expand my language development when you use the words big, 
bigger, and biggest.

•  Explaining how toys grow in water is an opportunity to talk about 
how our relationship with God grows. 

THEME:
 Patience

Watch It Grow
This center develops vocabulary skills and patience. For toddlers.

Supplies

Small containers filled with water and a variety of child-safe toys that grow in water

For Leaders

Place containers of water in a spot out of reach for unsupervised 
children. Parents can access them when they are ready to do this 
activity. Put copies of Jo and the Slow Soup near the table.
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THEME: Patience

Let’s Go Fishing
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Play a fishing game with your child. Invite them to fish in the pond by touching the 
magnet and paper clip together. Point out the patience it takes to catch a fish. Assist as 
needed! You can also mention how Jesus called fishermen to follow him.

Your child is learning this!

•  When we fish together, I build my language skills with the concepts of 
in and out, and on and off.

•  Fishing helps me strengthen my fine and large motor skills when I cast 
the fishing line and take the fish off the line.

•  Fishing activities help connect me to stories about Jesus fishing for 
people.

THEME:
 Patience

Let’s Go Fishing
This center builds fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. For toddlers.

Supplies

Large blue fabric piece or mural paper, small cutouts of fish with paperclips on the ends, 
and a “fishing pole” made from a wooden pole and a string with a child-safe magnet on 
the end

For Leaders

Place the piece of fabric or paper on the floor to create a pond. Place the 
fish in the blue water and the fishing pole on the edge of the pond.
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THEME: Patience

Patience . . . and a Surprise!
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Set the toy up and talk to your child about how they have to be patient and wait for 
the toy to give them a big surprise. Your child may look to you for how to interpret the 
sudden appearance and noise of the toy.

Your child is learning this!

•  When I wait for a toy to appear, I am showing you that I’m developing 
object permanence.

•  Pop-up toys help me see cause and effect at work.

•  When you give me cues about how to respond to a surprise like a 
pop-up toy, I trust you even more. 

15

THEME:
 Patience

Patience . . . and a Surprise!
This center nurtures the development of object permanence. For infants.

Supplies

Pop-up toys like a jack-in-the-box

For Leaders

Place collection of pop-up toys on the floor where young children and 
their caregivers can easily reach them. 
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THEME: Patience

Dear God, 
Waiting is hard sometimes. 

Please help me have 
patience so I can have fun 

while I wait. 
Amen.

16
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THEME: Patience

Use this content if you can schedule time for a 
parents-only session while children are cared for 
in another location. 

Parent-Only Class

Icebreaker Introduction
Welcome everyone to this time together. 
Invite them to share their names and the 
names and ages of their children. To get the 
conversation started, ask them to share some 
stories about the theme of Patience.

•  Think back to your early childhood. Share 
about a time when you remember having to 
wait for something you wanted.

•  Who is the most patient person you know? 
Do you enjoy being around that person? 
Why or why not?

Patience Activity
Distribute paper and pens and have a timer 
handy. I am going to time you for one minute. 
In that one minute, I want you to write down 
as many words as you can think of to describe 
your child. Ready, set, go! As you give these 
directions, act somewhat anxious, so you 
create a rushed atmosphere. Let the group 
know when there are 30 seconds left, then 15 
seconds, then count down from 10.

Now take your list, find a partner, and share 
the words you used to describe your child. 
Explain why you chose those words. Allow the 
pairs a longer time to complete this activity, 
creating a more calm and open atmosphere.

Confess to your rushed approach and ask 
about the experience. Which one of those 
experiences was more enjoyable for you? 
Why? Look for participants to share feelings 
of being rushed versus unhurried. They may 
comment on the differences between creating 

a quick list in contrast to sharing the full 
meaning behind the words in a conversation 
with another person.

We all live in a world that encourages us to 
do more in less time. Efficiency is of primary 
importance. Ask participants to share from 
their work some examples of the importance 
of efficiency. This can become true in our 
parenting as well. When we feel pulled in 
many directions and rushed, it becomes 
difficult to offer our best to any situation. Ask 
for stories of a typical day when caregivers 
may be pulled in multiple directions. 

As Christian parents we are called to be 
slower, to be joyfully patient. Slowing down 
can offer us a richer experience with our 
children because we are present instead of 
distracted. Ask the participants to recall a 
time when they were able to be slow and fully 
present with their children. How do you feel 
now, when you remember that time?

Reading the Bible
Ask someone in the group to read Ephesians 
4:1-6. Paul begs his readers to “lead a life 
worthy of the calling to which you have been 
called.” What have you been called to do? 
If the group does not already recognize it, 
highlight for them that they have been called 
to the work of raising these children. If some 
caregivers are not parents, remind them 
that grandparenting, godparenting, foster-
parenting, and other types of caregiving are all 
calls.
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THEME: Patience

Parent-Only Class

What are the four things Paul specifically 
names as tools to equip the readers in their 
quest to lead lives worthy of their call? Paul 
calls us to be humble, be gentle, be patient, 
and bear with one another.

How is this message different from the things 
society tells us we need to be successful? 
Society encourages us to be proud, 
aggressive, and demanding. We are expected 
to work for the benefit of the individual, not 
the community, in order to achieve success.

What would others know about you if they 
were more patient and took the time to 
notice? Allow a few minutes for participants to 
consider their answers, and then ask a few to 
share, if they are willing. God knows us fully 
and loves us completely in part because God 
is always patient with us!

If your group wants to go a little deeper with 
these verses, you can include some of these 
additional observations: It is no accident that 
Paul tells us to bear with one another in love. 
Paul knows that being humble, gentle, and 

patient is hard work. We are not intended to 
do it alone. We may not always be patient with 
our children. They may not always be patient 
with us. It is then that we remember to “bear 
with one another in love.” In Hebrew the word 
for bear can also be translated as “witness” 
or “testify.” This is a powerful challenge from 
Paul for Christians to take the time to see each 
other, and to share the realities of our lives 
with each other. We can call on each other for 
support, we can try again, and we can do all of 
this because we are all the recipients of God’s 
patient love for us. 

Wrapping It Up
Thank caregivers for their participation and the 
patience they show in their families. Close with 
a brief prayer, including any additional prayer 
concerns that arose during your time together.

Dear God, 
Thank you for our time together. Help us to 
show patience with each other during this 
journey of parenthood and to celebrate the 
patience we see in our little ones.
Amen.

continued

At-Home Ideas
•  Teach your child a song you can sing together that will help them be patient. Every time you ask 

them to wait for something, sing the song with them to remind both of you of God’s presence 
while you wait. 

•  Post Ephesians 4:2 on your refrigerator or another place where you will see it often. 

•  Take a picture of your child in a peaceful moment while sleeping or playing quietly. Upload 
that picture to your wallpaper on your phone or screen saver on your computer. Every time 
you check your phone/computer for the time or for your next appointment, notice the picture. 
Allow your child to remind you of the gifts of slowing down and of joy-filled patience. 18


